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>> I'm Heather.  Do we need to redo introductions?  Sara Doutre and Diane Behl and we're working on the snapshot project.  It stands for early intervention ‑‑ I apologize and I get nervous and start talking really fast.  I am known as motor mouth.  
So the project was we're looking at how all these services everything interplays to provide services to parents of children who are deaf and hard of hearing and the children themselves.  So we looked at several different paths.  Parents, we talked to service providers, audiologists, family support organizations, EDHI and part C, deaf education programs, recent graduates of deaf education programs and of course we looked at the websites.  
We went to every part C ‑‑ we had every part C website in the country 54, DC, American Samoa, Guam.  We did not include Louisiana in our data because we used it as a training platform.  So everybody that we all of our reviews used it so we could make sure everybody was on the same page and Puerto Rico we could not find a site that was valid or up.  
We wanted to be as authentic as possible.  So what we did was we actually got parents who had been through the experience to do the reviews.  We asked them to put on their five years ago hat when they had first found out that their child had been diagnosed as Deaf and hard of hearing and we wanted them to look at it from the perspective.  But they are going to have a different perspective than I would.  So we really wanted that authentic experience.  
We recruited 12 parents.  7 completed the training.  They were recruited mostly here from EDHI.  They were familiar with the system and had shown that they were very familiar with working with websites as well.  
They were asked to put their information into an online form when they were finished so we could correlate the data.  Or collate the data.  
They were signed individual states and we gave them two assignments.  We asked them to conduct ‑‑ okay.  Asked them to conduct web searches.  We gave them three terms and asked them to conduct these web searches to see what came up.  We asked them to go to the part C website in that state and find a bunch of different items, 18 items that would be common or useful for parents who were just looking for information to help their child.  They were asked to give also subjective information, their opinions on the websites themselves.  
First thing we wanted to do is we wanted to make sure the information we were getting, everybody was on the same page.  So we did do reviewer validation.  We had multiple parents do the same sites to make sure everybody was relatively consistent.  Most of the people were pretty close.  We had an average of three discrepancies, between one and four discrepancies per site which isn't too bad.  This doesn't include a subjective, but some people might have said it was easy to find, somebody might have said it was hard to find, but for the most part everybody was on the same page.  The most common thing people said they couldn't find was who could refer the child.  Other things were eligibility, info specific to hearing, contact information, other languages.  I have information on IFSPs, free services, info on other agencies and fees, insurance, contact information and overview of part C.  
First thing we did as I said before we had them start on those websites we had them do web searches.  We did three terms.  First term we did was put in the state name.  I'm concerned about my child's hearing.  And put in the state name.  Can my baby hear me.  And finally state name, help for my Deaf baby.  As you can see, and we ask any of these were on the first page, everybody used Google, we told them whatever search engine, but Google is God.  The first page of the search engine, if they can find any of this information.  If there was a part C website, a link to the part C website, a link to any websites.  Any state website, any support agency, parent‑based support agencies or anything about early intervention.  You can see the numbers are kind of grim.  The state EDHI website, 7% for I'm concerned about my child's hearing, 33% at best.  That's a third ‑‑ that should be showing up a lot higher.  So this tells us, and part C websites themselves.  We need to really work on search engine optimization.  We really need to make sure that we're getting that information out there and these websites are actually pushed to a point where people can actually find that information.  The Internet is the first place you look for help.  
Then we went on to websites, the things that they were supposed to look for on the part C websites.  Did a pretty good job.  Most websites they were able to find an overview of part C.  About half or a little, three‑quarters said they could find the information about IDEA.  And most people were able to find information on contacting part C.  There's three sheets.  We had three options.  Yes, they could find it, it was very easy to find.  Yes, they could find it but it took some work.  And no they just couldn't find it.  And we did set a time limit because we said if you couldn't find it within 5‑10 minutes it was not found.  Even if it was there, it was not found.  Because nobody is going to spend a lot of time looking for something, especially when there are so many other places they could look.  People tend to click quickly and if it's not there, they move on.  
We wanted to know if there was any information on delays.  If there were milestones, checklists, anything that could help them with their child to figure out if there was a problem.  Only about 30% of the time, that's more than a quarter of the time that information was not available.  That's more people could find it, but 0% is still a pretty large number.  And of those, was there any information specific to hearing.  Here it gets really grim.  57% could not find anything on mile stones specific to hearing.  
Eligibility.  Again, most people were able to find some information on eligibility.  But again, a quarter could not.  And of course, 46% could not find anything on if children with hearing loss are eligible.  
These are probably we need to make some influence trying to get some effort to get information out there.  So parents can find it.  Health and services.  Does it provide a clear path.  How to get started.  Did it give the parents a clue as to what to do next.  Most were able to find it again, but a quarter.  We seem to be a quarter seems to be a consistent path through all of the information.  There's a quarter of websites out there that are not providing information to parents that they're going to need.  Does it provide a list of services, same thing.  Does it discuss billing or information ‑‑ how much money is it going to cost.  That's a very overwhelming thing.  You've got this horrible or this news and you are overwhelmed with information.  You're like what do I do, and nobody unless very few people are swimming in money, they want to know what do I need to expect here.  And so a 52% show any ‑‑ don't give them any information on how much about information, about fees, anything like that.  And a quarter didn't tell them anything about free services.  Is there information on referring a child.  Here a pretty good job.  Most people could figure out that a child could be referred.  But 19% said they didn't know could not find information on who could refer a child.  So there could potentially be parents sitting there waiting for somebody to refer the child not knowing they can ask for help but they're feeling like they need to wait for somebody else to make this recommendation.  
Does the site provide any information on any of the following.  So PTIs and family support organization far and away the best, but still less than half have any information on any other services.  I think collaboration is really important.  I think that's been something we've seen throughout is that in all of this there's not a lot of conversation between the agencies.  Not a lot of conversation between all of these different pieces that need to come together to really serve parents.  And that's been consistent throughout all the different parts of the study is that the left hand does not know what the right hand is doing.  No one is talking to each other.  
Cultural awareness, cultural sensitivity.  Did the sites reflect cultural awareness, awareness of multi cultural values.  I think right now especially in the world with the way things are, inclusiveness is so important.  We need to be welcoming.  We need to make sure that everybody feels like they are invited to the table.  They're not being left out.  They're not being excluded.  So as you can see less than half said of the parents said the sites were culturally aware.  There was contact information, 83% did not have contact information in any language but English.  And information was only available in about half of the time in other languages.  
Those that did do other languages did them well.  This is a list of different languages that showed up.  Spanish was the most common, but other places if they did have an inclusive website tended to be quite inclusive.  
Usability.  I have to admit this is kind of my area.  My background is hospitality and instructional technology so usability, accessibility, those are kind of my areas of passion.  Did people find any information that was outdated.  Not so much.  Only 19% did.  But when it was outdated, it was really outdated.  Stuff as far as back is ‑‑ a lot of the information was from 2004, 2008.  It's interesting, those years.  But 2004, and 2008, a lot of the information was really old.  
I think that ‑‑ probably a correlation.  I'm sure there's a correlation.  
>> Because that's the last reauthorization of the law.  
>> Usability.  Did it take you to the appropriate place?  A quarter of the time the links take you to either a dead spot or the links were dead or took you to the wrong place.  This is every web master's biggest problem.  Especially if you're linking to outside sources.  Those links change and if you're not on top of it, you're going to be sending people to the hinter lands, to no where.  You lose an awful lot of trust if everything you go to oh, another one.  
Look at feel.  This is so important.  You want your website to feel welcoming.  A lot of the parents said yeah, it was fine.  Some of them were like, meh, whatever it worked.  But 20% again said it was not welcome can and friendly.  This is should be their first resource for their child.  And if it's not friendly and if it's not welcoming, they're going to go elsewhere.  Colors, graphics, pictures of smiling people, smiling families helped make it feel welcoming.  A lot of the complaints were like it's sterile, it's basic, it's dull.  This is, you know.  A couple of quick quotes here.  The website was full of smiling pictures and regularly states that we're here to help.  One of the complaints was the website was simple, but text heavy, content poor.  Only visual component was an overview video.  Parents are overwhelmed.  They want reassurance.  Are any of you familiar with Douglas Adams, the hitch hikers guide to the galaxy?  There's a great quote talking about the hitchhikers guide to the galaxy and it was a best seller not because it was good, not because it had the best information but it was slightly cheaper and it had in no small part to the words don't panic emblazoned on the cover.  And that's what we need to be thinking of.  We're here for you.  Let's make this a situation where you can ‑‑ we're here to help, basically.  
Intuitiveness.  This is a lot of this is about navigation.  If you're going to a link, are you going to get to a right place.  If you click on something, did the website make sense.  Were things laid out in some sort of order.  You're like okay I know where to go now.  Some of the complaints again 43% were good.  Again, 20% said it was not intuitive.  They couldn't find their way around.  A lot them said things that are important are consistency in navigation.  Things need to be clearly labeled.  They need to have multiple navigation options.  Have different ways for people to get to the same place.  Some of the complaints were I got to a site and I could not find my way back.  
Two ways to navigate the site.  Which seems perfect.  One of the complaints was it had drop‑down menus in bright solid yellow.  And too many options.  Minimal information on the sidebar and most of the stuff I wanted to look at wasn't all that helpful.  Ease of use, this is slightly different than navigation.  Navigation is part of it, but there's also is the information that you're getting easy to use.  A lot of people said again 30% said this was difficult.  Technical language, using acronyms.  A lot of times you want to write to a level that everybody can understand.  They said the information was confusing.  One of the real big issues was PDFs.  Have you ever gone to a site and it doesn't warn you it's going to open up a PDFs?  I know Macs have an issue, sometimes it puts it on your desk top, half the time you can't find it again.  It doesn't give you a warning that it's going to happen.  And they're so badly labeled that you don't even know what you're opening.  Is it worth even opening.  A lot of people said there's too much information or not enough information.  Or there's lots and lots of text but nothing that's useful.  
Text size also is an issue.  I thought links were very straightforward.  It was clear the contact would be on the page after link ‑‑ what contact would be on the page after a link was clicked.  It was easy to find general information on what part C is and who is eligible.  The website generally links to outside pages or PDFs ‑‑ sorry.  Making it hard to find the information that's needed quickly and easily.  
So some recommendations.  Include an FAQ, frequently asked questions.  That's such an easy way, that's the first thing I look for if I need information, I look and see if I can find, you probably all do too.  Let's get some information that we can we're not the first person who's thought of this, we don't have to reinvent the wheel.  Put everything out there so people can find it easily.  Provide summaries of information.  Not just a big block of text.  Give us a little bit of organizer bullet points.  More text is not necessarily good.  Bullet points are good with options to go deeper.  Remove unnecessary information.  Use simpler language, avoid acronyms, include videos.  Make contact information easier to find.  The most important thing is we need to ask questions.  Who do we talk to.  
And a lot of people do increase the text size or decrease the text size.  
That's most of my ‑‑ that's it.  If you have any comments or questions.  
[Away from microphone].
>> Heather Mariger:  I didn't see any.  
>> We asked them to list any other languages that information was provided in and no one listed ASL.  Especially when we think about that visual approach, not only the lack of information in videos in ASL, but when it's all text and there are no visual pieces at all, that can affect people who use a visual input. 
>> That's something great.  We need to consider that if we look at it again.  I will definitely need to add that.  
[Off microphone]. 
>> Presenter:  In terms of color, in terms of ‑‑ audience:  In terms of color and contents, I was wondering if you found any other states that had similar outsourced parts of it. 
>> Heather Mariger:  We don't have a lot of information on how ‑‑ a lot of the sites I know a lot of the websites were within governmental agencies.  A lot of them did not have standalone sites.  But we are not familiar with what the rules were there.  We were looking at reviewing this from the parent standpoint.  But that is a good point.  Although there are still ‑‑ I think there are still ways that you can make it inviting and friendly.  You may have style restrictions, but there are ways to at least kind of pump it up.  Give it a much nicer visual look in a sparse environment you can still make it a lot better than just big block of text and putting in some bullet points, you know, just breaking up the text in a way that makes it more visually appealing, makes it more visually inviting, less intimidating can make a huge difference.  
A couple of quick pictures.  A couple of just color ‑‑ even if you can't have color blocks, just some graphics or some lines around some of the text can make it a lot less intimidating for a parent.  
>> Audience:  Related to the website and adding color, were there any questions related to how people who were color blind could access this site in terms of accessibility related to needs having to do with vision?  
>> Heather Mariger:  We did actually ‑‑ in the instructions when we were training the parents, ask them to talk about ‑‑ we gave them kind of a list of usability aspects, contrast, color, these were part of when we asked about ease of use and usability.  We were going to have them through and run wave, I don't know if you're familiar with the product, it's an accessibility tool out of Utah state that does an amazing job.  It looks at all text, color contrast, it looks at layout, it looks at everything to find any problems.  But we were not able to do that.  It was kind of beyond the scope of this project and we had limited funds so that is something that we would like to pursue.  We had a whole pile of different additional questions we wanted accessibility usability questions we wanted to ask.  Unfortunately we're not able to include in this particular run.  
>> Audience:  I just wanted to ask a question to you all here.  I'm wondering who here has partnered with part C on website information for families.  It could be getting part C to help you with your EDHI website or vice versa.  Has anyone been look at that with their part C programs?  [Off microphone].
>>  I'm from Washington, D.C. and our volunteer organization DC hears is all professionals from the district of Columbia that work with birth‑3 Deaf and hard of hearing and our early interventionist has through the department of health and we hit all the hurdles you're mentioning about website.  Every sentence has to be approved, every image has to be approved, if we want to update one line it has to be approved so we've tried to partner with them so we looked at what you mentioned outsourcing the website through other organization that would be willing to make it not sort of their ‑‑ a link of sorts, we could link to their page and it would provide more accessible information and we would have more flexibility.  So if people have tips on that, I would love that.  
>> Heather Mariger:  Hopefully when we publish this data it will give you some good ammunition to the state department to say look, something needs to happen. 
>> And I think that outsourcing is a strategy that EDHI programs have had when we do the EDHI website of the year, I know that's something they've looked at. 
>> Well, sitting on the ICC, the last time they did a round of updates to materials in the website, as is not unusual, they announce it at the ICC meeting we did all this and so the question is did you have family input or parent input in developing before you launch.  And the PTI as well and the F2FHIC and the family voices having particular expertise because we do have staff who are hearing impaired including kids who are Deaf.  Great opportunity to pull in families to review to make sure that before they spend all that money and get all those approvals, that the parents are giving them good feedback.  So we will continue to strive to offer that actually we're in the same ‑‑ so we're talking about our Part C website.  Our EDHI is a whole other issue and again we're having the same conversations to see if we can be in the planning development stages.  So we avoid another it's all done.  And then give us feedback.  
>> Heather Mariger:  Absolutely.  We did a different project I worked on we thought was so lovely and beautiful we did a parent focus group and they hated it.  It was so educational and very deflating.  

>> I just think to add on to that to be helpful to say what are the accessibility and has our website also met those.  Because it doesn't do any good to build it if it's not a successful for visually impaired and all of those other populations. 
>> Right.  I just, you know, would suggest that you may want to kind of take a look at this methodology we used to evaluate website and share that with your parents at your EDHI advisory or Part C and say what do you think about the strategy?  Maybe we should apply it ourselves and take a look at it.  Along the lines can we send this to you.  Yes, what I'm not sure I can offer is to give it to you right now, because of the preliminary analysis right now.  I don't know.  I'm going to ask my colleagues here. 
>> The presentation will be posted with the slides.  So the information that's in the slides we will have.  I think there are some things that you want us to do a little bit more data analysis before we publish more broadly.  Like looking at is it really one‑quarter of the websites that are missing all of those things or is it that every website has three‑fourths of those things and is missing one component.  I think we would like to do a little more case by case looking at the websites as a whole rather than we broke it down today by component but I think we'll be publishing the information in some way you can expect to see these results published from NCHAM if not some other publication in some way within the next six months, I would say if you don't see something from us within the next six months with these results published to get back with us and we'll let you know the status.  But I think you'll see them published either on NCHAM's website on a new page, a section of that site, or if you're some sort of more formal publication. 
>> And please contact us personally to find out where things are and if there are certain aspects we can share earlier.  
>> The earlier session, the F2Fs have quarterly calls.  The PTIs also have those quarterly calls, family voices generally has regular calls as well.  I don't know about you all, but you might have a great report that does not mean I have time to read it.  But we are all required to be on these calls and that might be a perfect opportunity to share some of this information with the folks that we talk about the PTI referrals and the F2F referrals.  We would all be very interested to hear from you to make sure all of our staff know everything they need to know to point families in the right direction the first time.  
>> Absolutely.  I feel very strongly about that as a parent I have received a lot of resistance from the PTI in my state and regularly in my family voices regional group and I know the intention, I know that's the intention.  And the results I think we need to be very cautious about how we present those results because I don't think it's intending to be accusatory that they weren't providing information but maybe again talking about the websites, how do you evaluate that.  Do you ever have like secret shopper callers and are parents really hearing what you're saying.  Because I'm guessing if we had sent a follow‑up interview and we had the person we talked to check which ones we referred them to especially the early intervention one, I would be more than close to 100%.  I want to make sure we present those with that frame, like really being clear about our limitation and also what those opportunities then are because the truth is if the EDHI website is horrible or if you haven't ever had an interaction with the EDHI program, then you may not want to refer families there.  But there are some great opportunities.  People are going to read a report but every PTI has its quarterly staff meeting that if the EDHI program came in and did a presentation on if you refer a family to us this is what they will get, I think there's a lot of opportunity.  I want to make sure we present it in a way that recognizes the limitations of what we did. 
>> Actually, you know, following up with what Sara said with the websites.  We've gone back and looked for what a lot of the things they said they couldn't find we were able to find.  The websites were built by academics and people who think like me and that's the problem.  We get in our bubble here and we think this makes sense to me and therefore it will make sense to everybody else and pulling away parents have a different perspective, they're going to follow a different path in a lot of cases.  So it's really important not to rely on your own logic when you're looking at this.  You have to look at the parent logic or the logic of somebody who's not you.  Not in a completely different setting.  
>> Is it about time?  
>> What is PTI?  
>> PTI is parent training and information centers.  We talked about that a little bit at the beginning of our first group.  That the U.S. department of education office of special education program funds a center in every state to assist families in navigating from birth to 22 special education through part C and part B.  And they're called PTIs.  I don't know if any state that it's actually called like Alaska PTI.  In Alaska it's the stone soup group.  In Utah it's the Utah parent center.  It has a different name everywhere.  It's just the name of the grant they get their funding under.  The PTI grant.  
>> I just want to thank everyone for coming.  And we welcome some conversation with you after this if you want to come up and share some more.  Thank you so much.  
[ Applause ] 
>> And our names are on this.  So if you want to call us, we're easy to find at Utah state it's our first name dot last name.  
[Session concluded]

